
Hello! Welcome to the third weekly Arctic Tails Newsletter 9/14! Thanks for your interest and for reading along  
This week we'll be covering training for grooming, lick-pad enrichment, and Golden Retrievers will be our featured breed. 
Training: Pairing with training is basic grooming which we'll be covering in parts in the future. Grooming may not seem 
like training, but it is necessary to familiarize (condition) your pup with the nail clipper and brushing for regular 
maintenance and to minimize stress for everyone.  
Ideal dog grooming is the same as human grooming in many aspects. Whether it is nail trimming, brushing, physical 
(visual & hands-on) or teeth brushing, the activity should be part of a regular routine. As a human we do most of these 
activities as self-grooming many times throughout the day. The exact same is true for your companion EXCEPT they can't 
do this alone and will often hide injuries or endure in silence.  
Togo, my Siberian pal, has a beautiful thick coat that he likes to keep clean as do I. To help keep up with his shedding I like 
to use a conditioning spray on his coat. It helps soften the hair as well as preventing tangles. After applying a light misting 
to him, I gently massage it into his coat with my fingers until it feels dry. After a couple minutes he's left with a silky, 

luxurious coat and my hands are covered in undercoat and dirt. Pretty even trade all in all Togo and I enjoy trying out 
different options for the easiest maintaince possible so we can get back to the trail.  
Enrichment: Lick-pad 
Licking isn't a bad thing, the behavior is actually healthy and beneficial to your dog and using a lick-pad is great for 
relieving anxiety, curbing destructive behavior, redirecting excessive licking and calming your dog during stressful times. 
Studies have shown, repetitive licking releases pleasurable endorphins in your dogs brain that calms and reduces stress & 
boredom.  
Spread a tasty treat on the lick-pad or freeze and serve it then before you leave, while you are eating, or while your guests 
are over. This excellent distraction will relax, calm and soothe your dog during storms, vet visits, or to just end the day on 
a great note! 
As with all food-motivated toys or training, success depends on your dogs interests.  

Breed: Goldens  
The breed's friendly, gentle temperament means it is unsuited to being a professional guard dog, but its temperament has 
also made it one of the most popular family dog breeds in the world.  
The eyes are round and dark or triangular/slanted. Golden Retrievers can have a coat colour of any shade of gold or 
cream; red or mahogany. Originally, cream was an unacceptable colour in the UK, but the standard was revised in 1936 to 
include cream. Golden retrievers have muscular bodies with great endurance, owing to their origins as hunting dogs.  
Golden Retrievers require regular grooming and occasional baths.Their coats shed somewhat during the year, but are 
known to shed profusely twice a year. They also need to have their ears cleaned regularly, or ear infections might occur. 
While shedding is unavoidable, frequent grooming (daily to weekly) lessens the amount of hair shed by the animal. 
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